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Built on the principle of innovation.
On ingenuity that generates control and exhilaration.
Design that appeals to the heart as well as the mind.
Delivering an experience even more fulﬁlling than the destination.
All coming together when you THINK. FEEL. DRIVE.

Innovation

S TA B I L I T Y

TR ACTION
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Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive All-Wheel Drive (AWD) isn’t unique. But Symmetrical

Boxer Engine At the heart of every Subaru is our legendary SUBARU BOXER engine,

AWD is. The foundation of every Subaru, its ideal balance helps ensure stability and

with pistons laid ﬂat in horizontal opposition. A design we’ve reﬁned for almost

poise. Its efﬁciency at transmitting power ensures greater grip and quick response

40 years, it lowers the center of gravity for more precise handling while increasing

to slippage. Providing more than just safety on slick roads, it delivers intensiﬁed

durability and reducing vibration. And provides outstanding acceleration with every

performance on any road. All-wheel drive is not just our heritage, it is our passion.

push of the gas pedal. Balance. Stability. Power. It’s what makes a Subaru, a Subaru.

Safety
Active head restraints

At Subaru, every innovation is designed
with your safety in mind.
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Help protect against whiplash.

Ring-Shaped Reinforcement Frame
Greater energy absorption in collisions.

Daytime running lights
For increased visibility to other drivers.

Low placement of boxer engine
To minimize intrusion into passenger cabin.

4-wheel Disc Brakes with ABS
For greater stopping power.

Side-impact air bags
Help protect during side-impact crashes.

4-wheel independent suspension

Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive
For improved traction and agility.

For increased handling limits.
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Accident Avoidance Every Subaru is engineered to keep you out of harm’s way,

Impact Protection To protect you when a collision is unavoidable, every Subaru is

because the least dangerous accident is the one that never happens. Our Symmetrical

designed to provide maximum protection. The structure is built around impact

AWD and lower center of gravity work in concert with the 4-wheel independent

beams and a Ring-Shaped Reinforcement Frame body structure to help dissipate the

suspension and rigid chassis for nimbleness and agility to help you avoid danger.

force of a crash. Our commitment to safety is integrated into everything we build.

Not available on all models.

B9 TRIBEC A

Innovation, in a most dynamic new form. Introducing the progressive sport utility that adapts
to your life as eagerly as it takes to the road. The B9 Tribeca is the biggest, most versatile Subaru
ever, with ﬂexible seating for up to seven. With new levels of reﬁnement, plenty of cargo and
storage space, and available features like touch-screen GPS navigation and a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system that give you what you really want in an SUV. And it remains every inch
a Subaru—a driver’s vehicle riding on a performance-tuned 4-wheel independent suspension,
Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC) and an extremely rigid platform, all moved by a standard
250-horsepower, 6-cylinder engine coupled with a 5-speed automatic with SPORTSHIFT. Designed
inside and out with intelligence and passion, the B9 Tribeca is the new vision from Subaru.

Versatility Suitcases. Shopping. Family. The B9 Tribeca
is ready with up to 64 unique seating conﬁgurations.
The 3rd row is evenly split so that you can seat two
passengers, or fold one or both seats for increased
cargo space. The 2nd row is split three ways, so that
three can sit across, or carry longer cargo by folding
down one, two or all three seatbacks. It also slides and
reclines for more comfort. Both the 5- and 7-passenger
versions provide up to 74.4 cu. ft. of cargo capacity.

B9 Tribeca Limited shown in Titanium Silver Metallic.

OUTBACK

Nature beckons. Respond with the capability of the Outback. With up to 8.7 inches of ground
clearance, the Outback sedan and wagon equip you with the ability to clear obstacles and
travel over rocky surfaces. Yet unlike most truck-based SUVs, on-road performance is not
compromised, with a car-derived 4-wheel independent suspension, precise rack-and-pinion
steering and rigid chassis. Motivated by a fuel-efﬁcient 175-horsepower 4-cylinder engine, a
turbocharged 4-cylinder with 250 horsepower or an ultra-smooth 250-horsepower 6-cylinder
engine, most any destination is easily and quickly achieved in the Outback. And with an
L.L.Bean® Edition, you can arrive in distinctive style. In the Outback you’ll find a vehicle that
unites everything you want in a car with everything you need in a SUV.

Navigation system Need the nearest gas station, restaurant, point of interest or even an
alternate route? It’s all here in the available DVD-based GPS navigation system. Along with easyto-use touch-screen functionality, it provides visual and voice guidance every step of the way.

Outback 2.5 XT Limited Wagon shown in Atlantic Blue Pearl with accessory heavy-duty roof cargo basket.

LEGAC Y

Legacy 2.5 GT Limited Sedan shown in Obsidian Black Pearl.

Style that’s abundant with substance. Handling

steering, 4-wheel disc brakes and

that inspires pleasure and conﬁdence. The Legacy

available with a normally aspirated

is a sport sedan or wagon that appeals to the

engine producing 175 horsepower

senses, the emotions and the intellect. It engages

or a turbocharged powerplant

the driving enthusiast with its exhilarating perfor-

responsible for 250 hard-charging

mance. Invites the touch with an interior rich in

horses, the Subaru Legacy gives

reﬁnement. And captures the eye with its elegant

you freedom of control over motion,

exterior. With a sport-tuned suspension, precise

acceleration, destination.

Premium interior Step inside the Legacy to ﬁnd a world built exclusively to indulge the
driver. You’ll ﬁnd a cockpit designed to put every control within easy reach, premium
amenities to enhance the ride, and reﬁned materials on every surface.

IMPREZ A

Impreza WRX Limited Sedan shown in Crystal Gray Metallic.

A sports car is more than just a machine. It is an extension of the driver, generating extreme
performance and intensiﬁed exhilaration. Every component of the Subaru Impreza has been
designed to expand the outer limits of handling and adhesion. With a 173-horsepower boxer
engine in the Impreza 2.5i and Outback Sport, an intercooled turbocharged powerplant capable
of 230 ponies for the WRX and a vigorous 300-hp engine in the WRX STI, the Impreza delivers
an electrifying jolt of unadulterated thrills. And with a proven chassis and a 4-wheel independent
suspension tested and tuned in the unrelenting pursuit of World Rally Championships, the
Impreza is engineered to perform like it’s hard-wired to your cortex.

Interior The cockpit of the Impreza is designed to provide
ideal positioning, comfort and support so that the driver
can concentrate on the curves of the road.

FORESTER

The intelligent size and remarkable versatility of the Forester redefines what a sport utility
vehicle can do. Its safety scores have few equals. Its agile handling takes the SUV to new levels
of drivability. Together, they all add up to provide the most valuable asset of all—peace of mind.
Whether you value the economy of a spirited 173-horsepower boxer engine or the surprising
acceleration of a 230-horsepower turbocharged powerplant, the Forester pleases the driver
with its conﬁdence-inspiring handling. And its intelligently proportioned interior and exterior let
you ﬁt all the accoutrements of your busy life. In the Forester, you’ll ﬁnd conﬁdence. In going
where you want to go. And in taking the important people with you.

Safety Since its introduction, the Forester has
consistently received the highest crash-test scores
in its class, with ﬁve-star safety ratings for frontand side-impact collisions in government tests.1

1

Government star ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA’s) New Car Assessment Program.

Forester 2.5 XT Limited shown in Steel Gray Metallic.

BA JA

Ruggedness for your adventures, civilized

Motivated by a lively 165-horsepower engine

versatility for daily use. Most open-bed

or a potent 210-horsepower turbocharged

vehicles make you sacrifice comfort for

powerplant to get to your destination even

versatility. Not so with the Baja. The reﬁned

faster, the Subaru Baja merges utility, style

cabin is packed with comfort features for

and functionality. Rewrite conventions and

both the front and rear passengers. And the

make your own rules. The Subaru Baja is

innovative Switchback system gives you

the sport compact truck that embodies the

flexibility with no compromise on civility.

power of independence.

Versatile Switchback system The cargo bed of the Baja provides 17.7 cu. ft.
of space, either open or with an available cover. Got a long item to carry?
Open the pass-through door, lower the ﬂat-folding rear seat and put the
item through into the passenger cabin.

Baja Turbo shown in Atlantic Blue Pearl with optional Leather Package and accessory splash guards.
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Enjoying your Subaru for years to come — that’s the

B9 TRIBECA

promise of our comprehensive warranties and roadside
assistance program. It’s a fact attested by the nearly

B9 Tribeca shown in Atlantic Blue Pearl.

96% of Subaru vehicles sold in the past 10 years that are

B9 TRIBECA 5-PASSENGER | B9 TRIBECA 7-PASSENGER
SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 250-hp 3.0-liter DOHC 24-valve 6-cylinder horizontally
opposed SUBARU BOXER engine with Active Valve
Control System and Active Valve Lift System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 5-speed automatic transmission with SPORTSHIFT®
manual control
• Performance-tuned 4-wheel independent raised
suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars
• Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC)
• 18-inch 7-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Power tilt/sliding-glass moonroof
• Power front seats with lumbar adjustment
• Heated front seats (7-passenger model)
• Premium cloth upholstery
• Dual-zone automatic climate control system
• 6-speaker audio system with single-disc in-dash
CD player
• 60/40-split sliding 2nd-row seats with fore/aft travel
• 40/20/40-split ﬂat-folding 2nd-row seatbacks

B9 TRIBECA LIMITED 5-PASSENGER | B9 TRIBECA LIMITED 7-PASSENGER
1

still on the road today. It’s the conﬁdence you feel when
you get behind the wheel.
New Car Limited Warranty 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 250-hp 3.0-liter DOHC 24-valve 6-cylinder horizontally
opposed SUBARU BOXER engine with Active Valve
Control System and Active Valve Lift System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 5-speed automatic transmission with SPORTSHIFT
manual control
• Performance-tuned 4-wheel independent raised
suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars
• Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC)
• 18-inch 7-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Power tilt/sliding-glass moonroof
• Heated power front seats with lumbar adjustment
• Leather-trimmed upholstery
• Dual-zone automatic climate control system
• Rear-cabin air conditioner (7-passenger model)
• 9-speaker audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer
• Available touch-screen GPS navigation system
• Available rear-seat DVD entertainment system with
9-inch widescreen format (7-passenger model)
• 3rd-row seats with 50/50-split ﬂat-folding seatbacks
(7-passenger model)

Wear Item Limited Warranty 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first.
Powertrain Limited Warranty 5 years or 60,000 miles, whichever comes first.

OUTBACK

Rust Perforation Limited Warranty 5 years, unlimited mileage.
The Subaru Roadside Assistance Program covers all 2006 Subaru
vehicles during the first 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first.
By calling the toll-free number in the Owner’s Information Kit, Subaru
Outback 3.0 R Wagon shown in
Obsidian Black Pearl.

owners can take advantage of any of the following benefits:
• 24-hour Roadside Assistance, seven days a week, 365 days a year,
throughout the United States.

FEATURES

• 175-hp 2.5-liter SOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally
opposed SUBARU BOXER engine with i-Active Valve
Lift System2
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic
transmission with SPORTSHIFT manual control
• 17-inch 7-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• 8-way power driver’s seat
• Heated front seats
• Available leather-trimmed upholstery
• Available dual-zone automatic climate control system
• 6-speaker audio system with single-disc in-dash CD player
• Available touch-screen GPS navigation system
• Digital trip computer with ambient temperature gauge
• Cargo-area under-ﬂoor storage compartment

2.5 XT WAGON 3 | 2.5 XT LIMITED WAGON

your Subaru experience. Here,

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 250-hp 2.5-liter DOHC intercooled, turbocharged
16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally opposed SUBARU
BOXER engine with Active Valve Control System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• Reinforced 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic
transmission with SPORTSHIFT manual control
• 17-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Performance-design heated front seats
• Available power front seats
• Available leather-trimmed upholstery
• Leather-wrapped 3-spoke steering wheel
• Steering wheel-mounted SPORTSHIFT buttons
(automatic transmission)
• Dual-zone automatic climate control system
• 6-speaker audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer
• Available touch-screen GPS navigation system

you can find extensive infor-

• Emergency Roadside Assistance for jump starts, gasoline (up to two

mation including specs, photos

gallons), flat tire change, emergency lockout service (lost key or key

and reviews. Build your own

is locked in the vehicle) and emergency fluid replacement.

Subaru, locate dealers and

Subaru Added Security® could be the most important option you choose.

schedule a test drive. After

Protect your investment with a Subaru Added Security extended service

your purchase, join my.subaru.

contract—the only one backed by Subaru of America, Inc. Ask your

com, where Subaru owners can

salesperson for coverage details and assistance in selecting the plan

manage their vehicle’s service

that’s best for you, up to 7 years or 100,000 miles.

and warranty history, schedule
appointments and much more.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Stop by subaru.com to begin

• Emergency Towing Service to the nearest authorized Subaru dealer.

For complete warranty and program information, including coverage and exclusions, see your Subaru dealer.
Based on R. L. Polk & Co. vehicle registration statistics for period ending 6/30/04.

2.5i WAGON | 2.5i WAGON with NAVIGATION SYSTEM1 | 2.5i LIMITED SEDAN and WAGON

subaru.com

3.0 R WAGON | 3.0 R VDC LIMITED WAGON | 3.0 R L.L.BEAN® EDITION SEDAN and WAGON
SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 250-hp 3.0-liter DOHC 24-valve 6-cylinder horizontally
opposed SUBARU BOXER engine with Active Valve
Control System and Active Valve Lift System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 5-speed automatic transmission with SPORTSHIFT
manual control
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC Limited)
• 17-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Available power front seats
• Heated front seats
• Available leather-trimmed upholstery
• Available wood and leather-wrapped 3-spoke
steering wheel with audio controls
• Dual-zone automatic climate control system
• Available 7-speaker audio system with 6-disc
in-dash CD changer
• Available touch-screen GPS navigation system

Model O ver view

LEGACY

Legacy 2.5 GT Limited Wagon shown in
Brilliant Silver Metallic.

2.5i SEDAN and WAGON | 2.5i SPECIAL EDITION SEDAN and WAGON | 2.5i LIMITED SEDAN and WAGON

IMPREZA

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 175-hp 2.5-liter SOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder
horizontally opposed SUBARU BOXER engine
with i-Active Valve Lift System2
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel fully independent suspension
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic
transmission with SPORTSHIFT® manual control
• 17-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Available power tilt/sliding moonroof
• Available 8-way power driver’s seat
• Available leather-trimmed upholstery
• Available dual-zone automatic climate control system
• 6-speaker audio system with single-disc in-dash CD player
• Digital trip computer with ambient temperature gauge
• 12-volt power outlets

• 173-hp 2.5-liter SOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally
opposed SUBARU BOXER engine with i-Active Valve
Lift System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• Sport-tuned 4-wheel fully independent suspension (2.5i)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
(Outback Sport)
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission
• 16-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
(7-spoke on Outback Sport)

• Sport-design front seats
• 4-speaker audio system with single-disc in-dash CD player
• Digital ambient temperature gauge
• Available 12-volt power outlet
• Center console with armrest and enclosed storage
compartment
• Keyless entry system with answer-back electronic chirp
• Under-ﬂoor storage compartment (sport wagons)
• Roof rails with crossbars (Outback Sport)

Impreza WRX Limited Sedan shown in
Crystal Gray Metallic.

2.5 GT LIMITED SEDAN | 2.5 GT LIMITED WAGON

FORESTER

Forester 2.5 XT Limited shown in
Steel Gray Metallic.

2.5i SEDAN | 2.5i SPORT WAGON | OUTBACK SPORT WAGON | OUTBACK SPORT WAGON SPECIAL EDITION

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 250-hp 2.5-liter DOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder
horizontally opposed SUBARU BOXER engine
with Active Valve Control System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel fully independent suspension
• Reinforced 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic
transmission with SPORTSHIFT manual control
• 17-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Performance-design front seats
• Heated power front seats
• Leather-trimmed upholstery
• Leather-wrapped 3-spoke steering wheel
• Steering wheel-mounted SPORTSHIFT
buttons (automatic transmission)
• Dual-zone automatic climate control system
• 6-speaker audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer
• Available touch-screen GPS navigation system

WRX TR, WRX and WRX LIMITED SEDAN | WRX and WRX LIMITED SPORT WAGON | WRX STI SEDAN

2.5 X | 2.5 X L.L.BEAN® EDITION
2.5 X SPECIFICATIONS

2.5 X FEATURES

• 173-hp 2.5-liter SOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder
horizontally opposed SUBARU BOXER engine
with i-Active Valve Lift System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission
• 16-inch 8-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
(2.5 X Premium Package)

• 4-speaker audio system with single-disc in-dash CD player
• Multifunction center console
• 12-volt power outlets
• 60/40-split ﬂat-folding rear seatback
• Rear window wiper de-icer
• Digital ambient temperature gauge
• Optional 2.5 X Premium Package

WRX SPECIFICATIONS

WRX TR, WRX and WRX LIMITED FEATURES

• 230-hp 2.5-liter DOHC intercooled, turbocharged
16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally opposed SUBARU
BOXER engine with Active Valve Control System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• Sport-tuned 4-wheel fully independent suspension
• 5-speed manual 4-speed automatic transmission
• 17-inch 7-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Available performance-design front seats
• Available leather-trimmed upholstery
• Leather-wrapped 3-spoke steering wheel
• Sport-design instrumentation with centered tachometer
• Available automatic climate control system
• Available 6-speaker audio system with 6-disc
in-dash CD changer

WRX STI SPECIFICATIONS

WRX STI FEATURES

• 300-hp 2.5-liter DOHC intercooled, turbocharged
16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally opposed SUBARU
BOXER engine with Active Valve Control System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD) with Driver
Controlled Center Differential (DCCD)
• High-performance sport-tuned 4-wheel fully
independent suspension
• Brembo® performance braking system with Super Sport ABS
• Short-throw 6-speed manual transmission
• 17-inch 10-spoke BBS® aluminum-alloy wheels

• STI-design bodywork including roof-mounted and
dual-plane trunk-mounted rear spoilers
• STI-design front seats with Blue Alcantara upholstery
• Leather-wrapped 3-spoke STI-design steering wheel
with contrasting red stitching
• STI-design instrumentation with centered tachometer
and gauge needles full-sweep on start-up
• Available 6-speaker audio system with 6-disc
in-dash CD changer
• Turbocharger intercooler water-spray control

2.5 X L.L.BEAN EDITION FEATURES
2.5 X L.L.BEAN EDITION SPECIFICATIONS

• 173-hp 2.5-liter SOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder
horizontally opposed SUBARU BOXER engine
with i-Active Valve Lift System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• 4-speed automatic transmission
• 16-inch 5-split-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Panoramic power sliding moonroof
• Heated front seats
• L.L.Bean-embossed leather-trimmed upholstery
with Alcantara®
• Wood and leather-wrapped steering wheel and
shifter handle
• Automatic climate control with air ﬁltration system
• 4-speaker audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer
• Durable hard-lined cargo area

BAJA

Baja Turbo shown in Obsidian Black Pearl.

2.5 XT LIMITED
SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 230-hp 2.5-liter DOHC intercooled, turbocharged
16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally opposed SUBARU
BOXER engine with Active Valve Control System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission
• 16-inch 6-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Panoramic power sliding moonroof
• Sport-design front seats
• Heated front seats
• 8-way power driver’s seat
• Leather-trimmed upholstery
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shifter handle
• Automatic climate control with air ﬁltration system
• 7-speaker audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer
• 12-volt power outlets
• Silver metallic interior trim

1

Availability beginning January 2006.

2

Some 2006 Outback and Legacy models with the naturally aspirated 2.5-liter engine distributed for sale in California (and in Maine, Massachusetts, New York and Vermont, which have adopted
California Specification Emission Control Systems and Warranties and are registered for use in those states) will be specially equipped to meet the California-certified Partial Zero Emission
Vehicle (PZEV) credited Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle (SULEV2) requirements. The manufacturer’s PZEV emission control system warranty coverage is for 15 years or 150,000 miles, whichever comes first. For complete warranty information, including coverage and exclusions, see your Subaru dealer.

3

Limited availability. See your dealer for details.

SPORT | TURBO
BAJA SPORT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

• 165-hp 2.5-liter SOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder
horizontally opposed SUBARU BOXER engine
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission
• 16-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

• Power tilt/sliding moonroof
• Available leather-trimmed upholstery
• Available heated 6-way power adjustable driver’s seat
• 4-speaker audio system with single-disc in-dash CD player
• Digital ambient temperature gauge
• 12-volt power outlet
• Switchback System: fold-down rear seatback with
pass-through door to cargo-bed area
• Keyless entry system with answer-back chirp
• Available cargo-bed hard cover
• Roof rails with crossbars
• Optional Baja Turbo Leather Package

BAJA TURBO SPECIFICATIONS

• 210-hp 2.5-liter DOHC intercooled, turbocharged
16-valve 4-cylinder horizontally opposed SUBARU
BOXER engine with Active Valve Control System
• Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• 4-wheel independent heavy-duty raised suspension
• 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission
with SPORTSHIFT manual control
• 16-inch 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
(6-spoke with optional Leather Package)

Some images shown are for illustration purposes only. Specifications in this brochure are based on the latest product information available at the time of publication. For the most up-to-date and
detailed product information, log on to www.subaru.com. Some equipment shown in photography in this brochure is optional at extra cost. Specific options may be available only in combination
with other options. Specific combinations of equipment or features may vary from time to time and by geographic area. Certain accessories and equipment may not be available at the time of
publication. Subaru of America, Inc., reserves the right to change or discontinue at any time, without notice, prices, colors, materials, equipment, accessories, specifications, models and packages
without incurring any obligation to make the same or similar changes on vehicles previously sold. Colors shown may vary due to reproduction and printing processes. This brochure was prepared
by Subaru of America, Inc. A warranty from Subaru of America, Inc., is available only on cars sold to the first retail purchaser through an authorized Subaru dealer in the continental U.S. or Alaska.
Subaru, SUBARU BOXER, Outback, Legacy, Forester, Impreza, Baja, L.L.Bean, Switchback, Brembo and BBS are registered trademarks. SPORTSHIFT is a registered trademark of Prodrive Ltd. Alcantara
is a registered trademark of Alcantara S.p.A. and Alcantara is produced by Toray Group. B9 Tribeca and Think. Feel. Drive. are trademarks. For more information, contact your Subaru dealer or log
on to www.subaru.com.
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Obsidian Black Pearl/Steel Gray Metallic
Regal Blue Pearl/Steel Gray Metallic
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WR Blue Pearl

Aspen White/
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Blue Alcantara®
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B9

Paint Colors

Upholstery
Anthracite Black Cloth
Charcoal Flat Woven Cloth
Dark Gray Flat Woven Cloth
Desert Beige Cloth

Garnet Red Pearl/
Steel Gray Metallic

Obsidian Black Pearl/
Steel Gray Metallic

Regal Blue Pearl/
Steel Gray Metallic

San Remo Red/
Steel Gray Metallic

Steel Gray Metallic/
Crystal Gray Metallic

Anthracite Black Leather

Charcoal Leather

Dark Taupe/
Taupe Leather

Graphite Gray Cloth
Slate Gray Cloth
Taupe Flat Woven Cloth
Tweed Flat Woven Cloth
Desert Beige Tricot
Graphite Gray Tricot
Blue Alcantara

Willow Green Opal/
Moss Green Metallic

Desert Beige Leather

Gray Leather

Taupe Leather

Anthracite Black Leather
Charcoal Leather
Dark Taupe/Taupe Leather
Desert Beige Leather
Gray Leather
Taupe Leather
Slate Gray Leather

Slate Gray Leather

• Standard
1

- Not available

Limited availability. See your dealer.
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